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Foreword.
Upon reading the title of this study, many will perhaps "be
tempted to question its opportunity J
though the race of literary critics is a comparatively recent one,
their misdeeds have been so numeroua that he must now be a bold man
who seeks to find grace before his readers wiih a genuine and --in
his own eye at least-- entirely new interpretation of his favorite
poet I The vocabulary of every college student who ever dabbled in
literature lacks terms forcible enough to express his contempt for
such "hair-splitting" and "bookish" controversy; and one almost
foresees a time when the writing of a book of criticism will be used
as an elegant substitute for the electric chair I
Woe unto my venturing to "improve"
upon the usual sin comr.it-fced by literary critics in writing not even
my own interpretation of Walt Whitman, but an analysis of the works
of his French critics. My cause is a bad one, I am full k , aware of it,
yet I flatter myself that my attempts is not altogether useless nor
unj us tif ied.
Little do we generally know about the works of foreign criticism
upon our own literature: We take it for granted that v/e are the only
ones who can enjoy it, ar.d
,
only few of us care to investigate any
further. /et; just because a foreign critic is bound to judge from
a different viewpoint, his observations might very often lead us
to interesting re-discoveries of our familiar texts, ar.fi, the fact
that such great writers are as Hazlitt, H, R, Stevenson, Victor Hugo,
Taine
,
Baudelaire indulged in foreign criticism, warns us that
an exploration of this almost entirely untrodden field of literature
might not be altogether useless.
It is theref ore , with the hope that
I might thus bring one or two new facts about Walt Whitman , before
the American Public , that I have undertaken to review the magazine
articles
,
essays and t.ooks which my fellow countrymen have writter.
about him.
I chose to do this work on Walt
Whitman for several reasons: Whereas it is comm.only known in this
country, that sue 1 ! American writers as, Cooper, Poe
,
Longfellow and
Emerson have found in France a very large appreciative public; very
few people seem aware of the fact that Walt Whitman is more than"
a mere name—and an unholy one at that--to a growing circle of French
poets and critics.
It is interesting, to compare what Walt Whitman himself said to
his friends upon his being informed that Mr. Gabriel Sarrazil was
planning to translate "Leaves of Grass" ipto French, with the words
of his last French biographer Mr. Leon Bazargette in the preface
of his "Walt Whitman, his life and works"
"They are making a French translation of my "Leaves of Grass
let them make it, I do not think the French will take hold of me--that
I come within their orbits"
yet, within fifty years, Whitman had found so many admirers in France,
that one of them spoke of him as "one of the four universal geniuses
(with Poe, Emerson and Thoreau) America has ever produced" ...."his

works having not only national significance but containing a message
for the whole living world"
Tnis message so universally recognized, has never been so near to the
aspirations of the world as it is now. The democratic ideal has
come to a crucial point of its history; the War has forced us all,
to realize the, until the divine brotherhood of man, dreamt of and
heralded by Walt Whitman , had become a reality among nations, as well
as a:..ong individuals, there would be no real peace in the world.
"Leaves of Grass" has not yet been accepted as the creed of the
future by everyone, but the day is near, when this uook will be read
in Europe and America by ever v. educated person. Meanwhile, we may
all find a worth,/ subject for our meditations in the wri tings of one
who, foreseeing the establishment of a League of Nations, has warned
us that
:
"to hold men together by paper and seal, or by compulsion,
is no account. That only holds men together, which aggregates all
in a living principle, as the hold of the limbs of the body or the
fibers of plants."
1
A HISTORICAL SURVEY CF THE SUBJECT,
.'/alt Whitman did not win immediate recognition in France,
any mere that in his ov/n country. The first editions of "Leaves of
Grass" are not mentioned anywhere in the French magazine s of the
time, and v/e may venture to ascertain, with every appearance of
truth, that he remained entirely ignored until the year 1372, when
Lime Therese Blanc, presented him to the readers of the austere and
conservative "Revue des "Deux Mends"
Two considerations explain why Walt Whitman was ignored in
France for such a long time: He published the first editions of his
"Leaves of Grass" when France was living under the tyrannical auto-
cracy of the Second Empire. Napoleon the III had imprudently supported
the claims of the Emperor of Mexico, and even his most devoted partisans
were beginning to lose faith in him. All the intellectual leaders
who had protested against his usurpation of the throne, had been sent
into exile. Victor Hugo was vociferating his "chatiments" from his
barren rock of Guernesey, Thiers and Emile "Deschanel were in Belgium
and the censors only allowed harmless descriptions of the Court festivi-
ties to be printed in the papers and magazines which had escaped
bankruptcy after the establishment of the new regime. It was a misera-
ble time
,
not in the least favorable to a brilliant development of
literature, but a worse time was still to come; the War of 1S70--71
covering the country with ruins: every thought and preoccupation
went to the imperilled nation and literature was entirely forgotten....
The second reason why Walt Whitman was so slow to win recogni-
tion in France, lies in the economic conditions of the time. Nowadays,
whenever an English writer of note: Wells, Galsworthy, or P.udyard Kiplin
publishes a new book, the French Public knows it almost immediately.
Short announcements of it are made in the literary magazines like
"La Revue de Paris" or "La Revue des T)eux Monds" v/hich correspond
more or less to the "Atlantic Monthly". Soon after, the book is reviewed
with a translation of its most characteristic pages, in one of the
special magazines dealing with current foreign literature, such as:
"Le Hercore de France", "La Revue des Langues Vivantes" or "Les Cahiers
Britanniques" and, before long, the whole book is translated and on
sale in the largest bookstores in every city.
However, I must confess that even now, and in spite of the many means
of information we possess, American literature gains a far slower
recognition among us , than the productions of neighboring Great Britain.
Since I came to this country, I have observed that in only two cases
an American book was reviewed in France almost at the time whan every-
body was reading it here. I am referring to Christopher Mor ley's
"Parnassus on v/heels" and to "The Education of Henry Adams" mentioned
md discussed in one of the latest numbers of the "Ft r cure de France"
let, on the other hand, the only American magazines to be had in Paris,
are still "Vanity Fair" and "The Cosmopolitan" with perhaps a two-month
old number of the "Saturday Evening Post"
If such is the situation
now, we may infer that forty or forty-five years ago, it was almost
al'l sfce,§rr lufikc, thai.am American aut nor happened to be read in Francemere so, wreStfsr; If ftbwaTtfays
,
every educated Frenchman and

woman can read and write English, this has only become the fashion
within the last fifteen or twenty years.
Thus it "is, that the first reference to fait Whitman to be found in
a French magazine, appeared only in 1872, after his "Leaver of Grass"
had undergone many important changes and won their first victories
over the indifference of the English public.
It was in 1866 that whitman's first English admirer--if not
his most skilful one--L:onclure Conway had published his cordial but
impudent article in the "Fortnightly Review" and since the expurgated
edition of "Leaves of Grass" compiled by V/. M. Ro setti , printed in
1868, Whitman was known in England to a small circle of enthusiastic
friends and disciples mostly poets and artists.
These two facts are worth remembering in connection with our
subject, for we have strong suspicions that the first French critics
of Whitman came to know him through the kind services of his English
editors.
Since 1872 the works of Walt Whitman have been widely read
and discussed in France and a review of all that has been published
on the matter would extend far beyond the limits of this subject.
Therefore we shall set aside without further survey, the many transla-
tions of "Leaves of Grass" published in France within the last twenty
years. There are just two facts worth remembering about them. The
first is that Whitman began to be translated by some of the leading
poets of the Symbolist School, v/ho hailed him as their master, just
as they had previously done with Edgar Allan Poe. The second fact
is that, in spite of the great progress of 'Vhitmanian criticism in
France, it was only at the beginning of this War, that the first trans
lation of his complete works was achieved by one of his most enthusias
tic admirers: Hr. Leon Bazalgette whose works I have already mentioned
Apart from the translations, the works of Whitman 1 * French critics
fall into two main groups of: articles and short essays , and books.
THE MAGAZINE ARTICLES.
The magazine articles which -we intend to study first, are many
and very different in size and importance. Much as we should like
to review them all
,
it proved an impossible task. Many of these arti-
cles appeared in short-Hived publications issued by the Symbolist
Poets of the early fifties and they are now to be found only in the
very secluded collections of bibliomaniacs.
It was Walt Whitman 1* ill-luck to be first introduced to the
French public through the "Revue des Deux Mondes". This is the most
literary magazine we possess, but the fact that almost everyone of its
contributors adds a "De l'Academie Francaise" to his name is a suffi-
cient testimony of its deep-ro6ted conservatism. What could Walt
Whitman do,. "Dans cette galere"
,
if not receive sarcasm upon sarcasm
and be mercilessly laughed at J Kobody but a budding: "femme de lettres
and a foreign one too, for Hme. Elanc was before her marriage a London
society poet, could ever have conceived such a strange association I

Her article which appeared in the June issue of the "Revue des Deux
T'ondes" in the year 1372 is a masterpiece of cold sarcasm and of that
peculiar kind of disguised irony which kills a book more surely than
the most heartless criticism. That she had read the v/orks of her
victim first in Rosetti's "expurgated" edition, and had felt the need
of a complimentary knowledge of the "indecent, impure," poems, is
evident from the very first line of her analysis. Cne is almost
tempted to think that out of the whole book of "Leaves of Grass"
the "obscenities" had been the only thing that she had proved able to
understand, so strongly does she dwell on them, while she gives us
just a vague idea of the rest of the book. With a feminine impulsive-
ness
,
she condemns all that which passes beyond her comprehension
and throws the anathema upon Whitman himself in whom she insisted
to eee a "madman" and also on the v/hole American nation, guilty of
having given him birth.
If we put this friendly welcome side by side with that which Walt
Whitman had received in his own country, we are almost ready to take
it as a matter of course. It remains, none the less, that it is
somewhat itrange, to see that for more than ten years, this superficial
judgment was accepted as Gospel truth, in a country which may well
pride itself upon its broadly manliness in literature J ...Walt Whit-
man had been nailed to the pillory of obscenity from the first, and
no one thought of reading his "Leaves of Grass" any more. ; for, in the
meantime, Zola had written his famous naturalist novels, a ready
prey for the curiosity and virtuous indignation of the readers of the
"Revue des Deux !.rondes. "
The next article published on Walt
Whitman in a French magazine which deserves a close study, is that of
v r. Leo Quesnel in the "Revue Politique et Litteraire" on Feb. 16th
1884. This is, first of all, a biography in which the main facts
about Whitman's life are ©stated with accuracy and commented upon
with a sympathetic understanding, but, from the very first, our author
--a noteworthy critic whose < orks upon Emerson are an authority for
the French reader--c lairns that there is in Whitman's poetry "something
contrary to the spirit of French literature" to demonstrate this,
he gives an account of Whitman's conception of poetry. For him says
he, "America is a predestined country while Europe is still in its
lisping childhood. The United States are the most beautiful poem
ever written on earth, therefore, the poet should try to express
all that which is great and poetical itf the life of the New World
and of. all v;orlds
,
in an entirely new form. The true American poet
must encompass all the centuries, for \merica marks the junction of
the Past with the Future, he must understand all nations and all
their different aspirations, for the American nation is the daughter
and mother of al] nations." "Simplicity is the summum of Art,
and Whitman has tried to write as naturally as an animal moves abtut.
According to him, a great poet does not need to have a good style,
the less style he has, the better he is fitted to perform his duty
as the herald of all created things, and of his own nature."....
After this sound exposition of Whitman's theories
and motives, Mr. Leo Quesnel proceeds to show, by quoting several
passages from "Leaves of Grqss" how •?7hitman considered style a secondary
matter and harmonious compositon an entirely negligable one.
Then he criticizes Whitman's poetical views", remarking that he is
simply trying to state as a general rule for all poets to come, that
which he had experienced good and wholesome for himslef

"It is indeed a great naivety to "believe that "because .a poet's heart
will be filled with beautiful feelings and noble thoughts, the correct
rhymes and rhythms will corre naturally and under his pen. Undoubted-
ly "Leaves of Grass" is a book full of originality and one of its
shortest poems is often richer with thought and happy suggestions
than twenty books of the average type. Yet Walt Whitman will never
appeal to us French, because his genius is exactly the opposite of ours,
however realistic our literature may have become now, we are still the
children of Greece, and there is in us a certain desire for Refinement
and elegance which has strongly influenced our language and is even
indissolubly associated with it. As regards the matter of versifica-
tion especially, our mother tongue is very exacting in its rules,
and we are very sensitive to the sensual part of Art."
This conclusion is particularly
interesting to present-day readers of French poetry where the "prose
sonnet" alternates with the "prose-rondeau" of the "ballade in rhyth-
mical language". What would poor ? r r. Ouesnel say if he were made to
witness with his ewn ears that a French poem may be musical and there-
fore artistic although wnitten in runrhymed verse. ' Walt Whitman is
now recognized by the partisans of the "vers libre" as one of their
precursors and praised among them precisely for that absolute lack
of literary artifice which his early commentator found so uncongenial
to the genius of French literature. Thus go the things of this world.
When this somewhat strange infatuation for the "vers libre" which we
are now witnessing has completely died out with those who originated
it, their successors will probably indulge in the most exacting forms
of poetry. Af ter the Romanticists , in whose eyes expression was far
less important than the personal feelings and emotions of which it
was the vehicle, came the theorists of the famous conception of \rt
for \rt's r>ake and, one of the "Parnass lens " Gose T'aria de "eredia,
confined himself entirely to the sonnet, the most exact metrical form
of poetry in any language. In this matter of expression, as well as
in regard to his spiritual and mental "massage" Walt Whitman was far
ahead of his time, and, say what v/e will about his poetic diction,
there are evidences in all the great literatures of the world today,
that we are all coming to a simpler, less conventional form of Art.
I, for one, feel no sympathy with the weird compositions
of the modern school of French poetry, which in the Whitmanian fashion
has done away with every thought ofhrhyme or rhythm. Yet I confess,
that some of these poets have force and power just as the Bible's or
Whitman's verses have, and that, at last, I side with them in their
efforts to suppress the meaningless epithets of useless pperiphrase
so often found in the greatest poeiris of all tirres and only introduced
there for the sake of getting the proper rhyme. Therefore
, I only
partly agree with Mr. '^uesnel's conclusion when he says that "The
works of Longfellow and of his disciples might as well have been
written on the banks of the Thames, as on those of the Hudson, whereas
the poetry of Walt Whitman is essentially a product of America and the
work of a citizen of the United States".
To me this is not, as Mr. quesnel thinks it to be, a proof of Whitman's
baroarism, but rather of his prophetic insight into the future of his
nat i on.
••
Soon after Walt Whitman's death, his name reappeared again
in a French magazine, in an article published this time in the old
"Revue Encyclopidique" by L. Gausseron.
This study sho7/s a decidedly friendly attitude towards "The Good Gray
Poet H as Whitman is generally referred to by the author. This was not
entirely due to the sympathy which the vindictive of men feels generously
inclined to bestow upon his bitterest enemy on the very morning after
his death, it corresponded to a better understanding of the pcet's
originality. Since L. Quesnel had declared his genius uncongenial
to the exigencies of the French mind, another critic Mr. Sarrazin had
"discovered" the real , universal Whitman and had explained his work
in a very interesting essay which we shall analyze in the second part
of our study; and, L. Gausseron was only clothing with his own words
Kr. Sarrazin' s essay. For instance, he borrowed--and sometimes trans-
lated word for word--the elements of the biography which fills the first
column of his article. Before him L.r. Sarrazin had referred to the
stron influence of his early Quaker training upon the young farmer "boy,
Walt Whitman; he had also related the well-known legend of his having
been singled out among a crowd of children by the French defensor of
American democracy, General Lafayette
What is strictly lir. Gausseron' a contribution to the article is hie
broad-minded and intelligent comments on "Leaves of Grass". To him
this title symbolizes the "irresistible growth of the Idea which spreads
over the world as the blades of grass spread over the meadows before
they grow into tall gramineous plants", and he seen in Whitman the
supreme sample of a Man living in perfect communion with Mature.
For the first time, we see a Freeh critic who does not veil himself
with confusion and shame when he has to mention the "obscenities" of
"Leaves of Grass" : Ilr. Gausseron's explanation of "Enfans d'Adam" is
one of the most sensible and of the noblest ones I ever read.
"Under the rudeness of tone and the licentious images, a noble and
deep thought is hidden. Everything is purified in the high and serene
atmosphere where the poet's imagination dwells. Tie wants us to accept
life joyously, in its infinite verity with its impurities and vices,
as 'veil as in its beauty and virtue".
Eut.no part of the article reveals more clearly the complete change
of the attitude of French criticism towards Walt Whitman than the con-
clusion in which Mr. Gausseron tries to determine whether Whitman was
a true poet or not. You remember how previously ifcr. Quesnel had ans-
wered the question in the negative because of the peculiar qualities
of Whitman's style which he failed to understand. Mr. Gausseron on the
contrary, mentions thfs^peculiari t ies to explain and in a certain measure
to excuse them. Thus he notices Whitman's non-obedience to the laws
of metric , his long enumeration and his non-observance of the convention-
al traditions of poetry. He ingeniously brings back "before his readers'
eyes the well-knov/n didactic poem of the "Contemplations" in which
Victor Hugo like Walt Whitman boasts of his having called everything
by its proper name and
"di(t) au long fruit d'or
Mais tu n'es qu'une poire."
Side by side with these deficiencies of Whitman's style, lir. Gausseron
sums up his most brilliant qualities: the abundant flow of his inspira-
tion, the originality of his images, and that "extraordinary gift which
certainly Whitman had among all poets and which he used with the great-
est ability, of exalting the vulgarity of words to the highest dignity
of thought". If, says he "a sublime patriotism allied to a constant
worship of the democratic idea and an enthusiastic love of humanity

extended to all the different classes of society, is enough to make
a poet, never before had they coexisted with more nobleness and force
than in this splendid old man who never lost faith in the pov/er of
human brotherhood"
The next two article* published
in 1332 and 1904 in the "Revue Bleue" need not be closely analyzed here
as they are mere summaries of the already well-known facts about Whit-
man's life. Yet, both of then., containtained in their conclusion
a very interesting statement which explains the increasing influence
of Walt Whitman on contemporary French poetry.
Theodor de V/yeza, a Belgian critic ended his article as early as 1392,
by prophesying the rising importance of Wait V/hitman as a precursor
of free verse poetry. When in a few years from now, said he, "we
shall nt last have done away with the nineteenth century
,
the critics
will be amazed to find what an extraordinary influence Walt Whitman had
upon the literary movement of our day. Cur poets have tried for over
ten years now to free themselves from the tyranny of rhyme, but they
will never dare to do so with an audacity equal to that of Walt Whitman."
Some twenty years later, another
Belgian critic writing in the same review, dated from the year 1890
the undeniable action of Walt Whitman upon the political movement
which developed itself in France during the last years of the nineteenth
century.
These are significant facts, for they
enable us to understand why the most noteworthy French writers of
free verse proved such ardent and enthusiastic partisans of Walt Whit-
man, in the great controversy about the morality of his life which
could be easily traced throughout the leading French magazines from the
beginning of the twentieth century up to the breaking out of the World
Tar. This controversy having absolutely nothing to do with the inter-
pretation of 7/hitman as a poet may be neglected in our study, when v/e
have briefly indicated its character. Whitman had been welcome at the
beginning of his career by illiterate Philistinism and gradually the
powerful beauty of some of his verse, and the nobleness of his spiritual
mesaage had won him a world-wide recognition But, Philistinism
had not disarmed and Whitman was to be atteacked more seriously than
he had ever been before. This time, Philistinism seemed ready to
win the battle for it had called upon Science to help in the destruction
of the legend of the "Good Gray Poet". Science, pedantism and Kultur--
the world has learned to know ther as the distinctive patent mark
of Germany and, in fact, it was a German "llerr Professor", a certain
Ht. Boetz , who resurrected for the benefit of the readers of the
"''ercure de France" , one of the most ignoble "stories " about Whitman*
Mr. Boetz being a well-known professor of medicine, the accusa-
tion stirred up the indignation of Whitman's French and English admirers
and for ten years the columns of the "^'ercure de France" and of the
"Revue de Paris" echoed with the controversy. ... Until the War came
and these critics had ample opportunities to fight against one another
upon worthier matters.
••
Side by side with this physio-psychological controversy,
a series of biographies and bibliographies of Walt Whitman continued
to appear from tirr.e to thjie in the French magazines. From John Bur-
roughs study to Henry Bryan Binni 1 "Life", scarcely a stone v/as added
unto the monument erected by American criticism to one of the most
significant American poets, without its being the occasion of a short
art isle published in a French review. Ihe same facts about !Hhitman*s
life are repeated again and again, each critic giving us trie impression,
that he or she is on the whole far more familiar with what has been
written about '.Thitman that with the works of the poet himself. Aa a
prototype of this tedious literature, I shall only refer to the most
original and at the same time the most recent of them all: the article
published by Mr. Rene Arcos, himslef a poet and a writer of "vers
libre" --in the "I'ercure de France" in 1913 because it summarizes fairly
well the general attitude of his colleagues towards our poet.
This article was originated in reply to a study of one of the
leading philosophers of the present generation, Hr. Georges "Duhamer
in his "Propos Critiques". Much to my disappointment, I have not been
able to get the . ook which contains this study, but Mr. Arcos himself
gives us the essential part of it when he says: "Georges "^uhamer
,
does not conceal his great admiration for "Tnitman and, using as his own
a word of Charles Louis Philippe, he hails him by saying how seriously
half-humorously : "Et maintenant il nous faut des barbares" (nowadays
we must have barbarian poets for our masters). It is to the explanation
of this statement that I.'r. Rene \rcos devotes his article of which
I shall only analyze the conclusion.
fait Whitman, says he answers to the preoccupations of our day, pre-
occupations which are not only American, but universal. A great poet
does not belong exclusively to his native country, he is a benefactor
of mankind. Walt Whitman means for us "original violence and unsophisti-
cated purity". He lived the life common to everyone of us, he shared
our h;,ys and our aspirations. Ho showy uniform ever distinguished him
from his fellowmen
,
the words he used are those of everyday life.
"Among the tribe
,
he is the Kan who has received the gift of speech
to express the common anxieties and hoys. " ... "Kany of his poems are
vast enumerations, but there is an element of great beautyin this
vehement eagerness to name all nations, all things of creation without
a single omission.
"Qui ne sut se borner ne sut jamais ecrire".
(V/hoever does not know how to limit himslef is n<
writer
These words of Boileau were not meant for Wall; "Thitman for he
does not write, he simply proclaims that everything is a miracle in
itself and
,
God-like he stoops over the worlds dazzled by their multi-
tude and singe, the eternal glory of all creation. !To barrier exists
Letween him and you, he does not affect an^ attitude, he is your com-
rade and drinks out of your glass. However, it seems that he did not
give enough thought to the conventions of Art. All the great workeconsee
crated by Time count just as much because of their formal perfection
as they do or. account of their, importance. A great pGem derives itss
value both from the sentiment or idea it expresses as from the way in
which this sentiment or that idea are expressed. Cur contemporary
free verse writers may well consider '"alt Whitman as one of their masters
it remains none the less, that the,/ all have a preoccupation for rhythm
and harmony which remains forever foreign to 77alt Whitman. M
e
"o\v far Hr. Arcos' conclusion agrees with the reality of facts, may
be easily inferred from the perusal of any of the numerous anthologies
af ?on tern horary French poetry or from the reading of the well-known
"Poe-r.ee.de France" by Paul For t . . . . Though they would be the last
ones to acknowledge it, it is obvious that everyone of these free
verse writers is constantly availing himself of the advantage of a
melodious rhythm and very often, were it not for the absence of rhyme,
the rhytha is so perfectly regular that their poetry would not differ
from the "archaic barbarian verse of bygone days", --an impression which
Whitman's rugged verse very seldojr gives.
The longer Essays and Books,
Having thus reviewed the most significant articles
published in France on Wait Whitman, we intend in this second part of
our study to analyze more closely the most interesting books which have
been written on the same subject by French critics during the last
twenty-five years.
The first one which we shall analyze belonged originally to a series of
studies of English Literature by Gabriel Sarrazin in 1888, and grouped
under the title of "La Renaissance de la Poesie Anglaise".
It was unmistakably through whitman's >: English editors and commentators,
that Gabriel Sarrazin became first acquainted with "Leaves of Grass"
"DruB Taps" and "Specimen Days". A professor of English literature
and a publicist, Gabriel Sarrazin had already devoted a great part of
his life to the study of the English poets cf the Victorian era when he
published the sixty-page article which we are reviev/ing now. This study
was followed by a translation in rhythmical prose of some of Whitman's
most typical peems , and it is entirely based as v/e are told in a foot-
note, upon the "new edition published in Glasgow by Wilson and Mc Cor-
mick ir 1334". This essay deserves a close study from a twofold point
of view: for twenty years, and while Walt Whitman's popularity in France
was steadily growing, he v/as regarded as the poet's best continental
interpreter and Whitman himself to whom Mr. Sarrazin *s essay was read
bj "brace Traucel, found it so satisfactory that he wrote a letter of
congratulation to the author.
The very title of Mr. Sarrazin' s study might be misleading. V/e could
take it to mean that in 1888 American poetry was only recognized in
France as a sapless offshoot of the ancestral oak tree of English Litera-
ture. Fortunately v/e have seen that the reality of facts does not leave
out any ground for such a supposition; long before Mr. Sarrazin pub-
lished his essay the typical American flavour had been greatly praised
in France. His intent could not have been therefore that of humiliating
the "uncouth bard of Manhattan" but rather of exalting that which makes
his works as great a contribution to the literature of the world as
those of his English peers.
In his dedicatory preface to Paul Eourget
,
Who is probably known to
the American Public through his so-called "wicked" psychological novels,
>^jput who began his literary career as a critic of English literature
-An his "Essais de Psychologie Contemporaine" , --I'r . Sarrazin explains
a full length why he placed Walt Whitman side by side with Robert Browning
and Tennyson. "These three poets, says he, show ir. their works a wonder-
ful idealism, they have a cult for poetry and live the life of the
soul "In their poetry, I have always noticed the same sad and noble
accents, the preoccupation of the Hereafter, a keen sense of mystery,
the grave adoration of Nature and of God, in short a reflection of
a true spiritual life."

This short quotation gives us an interesting clue to the way in which
the essay is written; for, although a translation cannot do hustice
to the powerful eloquence of l.'r. Sarrazin's style, it cannot fail however,
to make us aware of the strongly philosophic cent of his mind, and
prepare us to see him judge Walt Whitman from the viewpoint of a philo-
sopher who would also be an artist.
The very first lines of his essay show him chiefly interested in the
spiritual atmosphere of Whitman' poetry. Contrasting Whitman's song
of joyous optimism with the clack cloud of despair hiding the purity of
the sky from the eyes of the educated men of Western Europe, he reveals
his method which is "to try to reconstruct the synthesis of Whitman'
opt imism.
"
Whoever has followed with an understanding sympathy the various
phases of the intellectual development of France during trie last fifty
years will welcome this ambition with a faint smile, so significant it
is of the new scientific dandyism peculiar to the yaung intellectual
generations of France between the years 1880 nad 1910. Breaking away
fro::, the tradition of their peers and following the footsteps of Taine and
Erunetire , these young men of letters wanted to apply the methods of
psychological investigation to literary criticism. The curious thing
about it is that all of them—including Mr. Sarrazin did precisely
What had been done before. In spite of all their "isms" they implicitly
recognized that the only guiding principle of a good literary critic
was an essentially unscientifically one: being that of individual sympa-
thy. Therefore we must not take Mr. Sarrazin's words too seriously
when, turning his sleeves up to the elbow and surrounding himself with
a complete set of retorts and oddly shaped tubes
,
he calls upon us
to witness his new "synthesis of Whitman's optimism !' Formidable as
the aoparel may be, the formula of the reaction is an extremely simple
one; it resolves itself into the sudden contact of an "understanding
soul" upon another, with the usual production of Love and Reverence.
Yes, throughout his article whether he analyzes one or the other of the
two chief elements which
,
according to him, make up Whitman's indomitable
optimism: his pantheism and his love for his country, Mr. Sarrazin always
speaks of Whitman with the filial affection of a reverent disciple.
He thinks that the best expression of Whitman's pantheism is to be found
in his "Song of the Universal," where "he carried it to its ultimate
consequences for, in this poem Whitman divinizes Evil, proclaiming it
a necessary brother of Good and his equal. Shelley himslef , our critic
goes on, would not have dared to place Satan's pedestal near God's,
as Whitman does in his "Chanting of the Square Deif ic"--naturally it was
a failure because people could not understand how the man who uttered
such a blasphemy, could be at the same time an enthusiastic and loving
heart.
"
The explanation proposed by l.'r. Sarrazin is a simple one. He sees it
in the complete identification of God and Nature which inspired Whitman
with many of his most powerful poems. "Never before, says he, not even
at the beginning of the civilization of the Orient when Mysticism flourished
nor even among the most exalted bigots of Spain and Italy, was there ever
a soul more completely lost in God than Whitman's. For him, Nature and
God are one, God is the Universe, or (to be more accurate) He is the
mystery at once visible and invisible in the Universe."
Whitman's attitude towards the mystery of the Divinity is then defined
in a very brillian passage in its opposition to Carlyle's
,
who "only
kneeled down trembling with sacred fear," while the American bard "yields
himself, body and sou.
, with raptuous joy into the hands of the Eternal.
"Living in happy harmony with the different aspects of Kosmos--even with
the gloomies t--he comes to say at the end of his "Leaves of Grass"
"And henceforth I will go celebrate anything I see or am,
And sing and laugh and deny nothing"
This leads Mr. Sarrazin to an eloquent plea in favor of
Walt Whitman, the misunderstood writer of "Enfans D'Adam," and of several
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Then L"r. Sarrazin traces tack the origin of such a pantheism to
!
Jegel and Renan
,
noticing that, what is in them only the flickering flame
of a passing thought, shines throughout Whitman's works with the steady
light of a fixed belief. Moreover, Whitman differs from them, and from
every other pantheist, in that he is not ready to let the cosmic sea
swallow his life like a drop of water. "An independent soul, he does
not, says Fr. Sarrazin, accept the idea of dissolving himself after
death in the great universe. Uncertain as to whether he may pretend
to any immortality in several of his poems, as for example in "Cf the
terrible Doubt of Appearances", he seems, in a number of others, like
"Yet, yet ye downcast Hours" or "Songs of Itself" or "C Me, C Life",
to revindicate it as a personal and individual birthright.
The word Identity which recurs so often in his poems does not seem to
imply anything else except that every creature of God carries away in its
second life a definite consciousness of his existence here below, that
is why, all the cares and anxieties of his ewn life, could not shake
.'.'hitman's serene hope in the future.
This final optimism appeared to Mr. Sarrazin as the result of many a
painful hour of uncertainty and doubt overcome at last when Whitman
felt the joy of knowing himself to be-- together with all his brothers and
sisters, the other creatures of the earth--the manifestation of Cne
Eternal Thought.
"Hence the broad and sacred joy pervading his works, hence his praise
of the flesh, his cult for forms and colors, his worship of the body
"When one knows that everything is divine, why should not he be allowed
to sing the overflowing songs of life J What a challenge to pharisianism
Whitman v/as never forgiven for it".
For him, accoridng to his biographer, everything is necessary because
everything is divine, even crime and vice, though they are inexplicable.
"Not only does '"alt Whitman praise the body and sing an endless song of
joy, but he has for the social outlaws as vast and tender a pity as that
of a Shelley, a Victor 1Tugo
,
or a Tolstoi, following in that the most
sublime lessons of Buddhism and Chris tianiam alike, walking hand in hand
with Cakya Founi
,
Jesus, Saint Francis, Saint Theresa and St. Vincent de
Paul.
This is the central tnought of his philosophy and it is constantly vivif.ie
by his boundless love for his country. Whitman 1 ! metaphysics are a
perfect expression of the Few World. Mr, Sarrazin has good cause to
write that Whitman's poetic message is, to shew us that toerica v/as
created to make use of the metaphysical, scientific, psychological
^)ind moral riches of Europe. "For Whitman poetry is not the musings of
a dreamer of dreams, but the fiery speech of a man of action. TJ is poems
are not merely poetic in the sense attributed to this word in the old
Literature*of the world. He is not an artist, he is acove Art itself.
His words are not always well chosen, his style is a strange mixture
cf Siblical Mysticism-a distinctive trait of the Anglo-Saxon mind, -and of
a multitude of images and details. In a poetry like that of Whitman's,
no other principles are needed but a noble and powerful soul to create
beauty. if thought and emotion predominate in a poem, no matter whether
<
it is a carefully con.posed one or not, it will none the less remain
eternally in the memory of men. "
Eold and enthusiastic as this defense of
Whitman *« style is, we cannot help feeling its reticence. Evidently
T
'r. Sarrazin is anxious to do Whitman justice, out being a Latin, he re-
grets the utter lack of composition and disdain of conventionalism v/hich
characterize Whitman's poetic diction. In spite of the fact that the
"vers libre" is the prominent feature of French poetry nowadays , it seems
as if Kr. Sarrazin' s judgment held good even for the present. That
surprises and even annoys the reader of "Leaves of Grass" is not so much
the unusual length of the lines and the absence of any definitely set
rhythm, as the endless repetitions, the accumulation of epithets, which
are all so contrary to the extreme sobriety and refined eloquence which
are the c v ief qualities of the Latin genius. Contrast any of Whitman 1 !
poems with one of the "Sonnets en Prose" of a Futurist French poet,
and you will realize that even in such a lawless composition as a prose
sonnet a French writer shows instinctively a truer sense of proportion
and fitr.ess that) Whitman ever did. Cne of the most original poets this
world ever produced, and perhaps the most powerful one of all, Whitman
strikes a French reader as having also been endowed with one of the most
loosely connected minds ever created. A psychologist would find ample
matter for interest and observations on 7/hitman's process of thinking
in any of his longer poems. No doubt he thought mostly by as? ooc iat ionss
of ideas, but we are very seldom able to detect the thread Which made him
pass from one to the other although the presence of his strongly accented
central idea in every one of his poems together with the frequent recur-
rence of a certair line making a kind of refrain, forbids us to imagine
that thoughts were just flashing through his conscience one after another
like drops of water falling ^from an icicle.
The second great idea embodied in Whitman 1 ! poems is his love
for "Democratic America." This is not only the burden of his song, but
the very occasion which gave them birth and , whether in his "Song of the
broad Axe" or in his "Song of the Exposition"
,
not to think of his prose
wroks and of "Democratic Vistas", the vision of his "beloved States"-as
they were in t his iays and as he prophesied that they v/ould be in the
future, -is always present before his eyes. Here I should like to quote
T
'r. Sarrazin' s own words a propos of the "Song of the broad Axe"
"Like all true poets he perceives in the simplest thing a host of bright
images and interesting ideas. A broad axe is for him an occasion to bring
the Past back to life and to foretell the Future, for he sees that this
axe was made out of the "broad-breasted" tree of history, whence all
Civilization have once sprung out their roots. As a poet, Whitman
incarnates an entirely new spirit, he makes us listen once more to the
voice of tie Agora or of the Forum. In comparison with him, our French
patriotic poems are nothing but affected and skilful exercises of rhe-
toric. In his "Song of the broad. Axe" on the contrary, Whitman strikes
an entirely new note, celebrating the democratic city of the Future as
being the fruit of the Present as well as of the Past, the ultimate result
of all human labor.
Whither bound is the American vessel I ("C Thou T'other with the Equal
Brood") Mr. Sarrazin answers decisively after Walt Whitman: "The vessel
of this democratic nation is making her way through the roaring billows
of Revolutions to a safe harbor in the 'Vest, for there alone can our
imagination conceive true Liberty. It is in the V.rest only that a great
nation, free from all the outworn prejudices of the Cld World, will change
the face of the Earth thanks to the multiplicity of its industrial inven-
tions, (cf. "The Song of the Exposition*')
America is the synthesis of the coming humanity, the brilliant goal
towards which men have been unconsciously tending in all their social
endeavors. The American race is a center of attraction for all Europeans,
and it is natural that the most convincing vision of the Future of humanity

which has yet been given to the world, should have come frorr. one of
the sons of the newest, most audacious, and freest civilizations on
the face of the earth.
T have purposely quoted Mr, Sarrazin's conclusion at full length for,
it se erred to me that his words were not only a fine tribute to Whitttan'i
genius, but that their significance went far beyond Whitman hirmself.
They stand as an eloquent testimonial of Europe's understanding and
appreciation of America.
We shall now try to analyze the book which another French critic wrote
on Walt Whitman only a few years before the beginning of the War.
Mr, Leon Bazalgette to whose study "Whitman , the man and his w works"
published in 190" by the "I'ercure de France" Press, is not by profession
a literary critic, but a sociologist. This is interesting to notice,
since I think that Whitman had ehitherto been studied, both in his
own country and abroad, exclusively by men of letters, and only from
the point of view of literature. Yet it is evident that some of his
works-I have in rind ""Democratic Vistas" particularly-bbelong more
to sociology than to literature. Eefore the publication of his book
or Whitman, Mr. Leon Bazalgette had written several very interesting
little tract* " (A quoi tient 1 ' inf eriori te francaise-L' esprit nouveau
dans la vie artistique sociale et relligieuse-Le problems de l'avenir
latin-) All thes little leaflets reveal a thorough acquaintance with
the characteristic traits of the Anglo-Saxon race and a sound knowledge
of both English and American literature, \vhile ' Kr. Bazalgette '
s
method of treating these various subjects indicates a refined, and
an intelligent lover of poetry.
Since the publication of his "Whitman, the man and his works," in
which we may gather from the title that he concerns himself chiefly
With the literary aspect of Whitman's genius, he has written another
book called "Walt Whitman, the Prophet" published again in the "I.'ercure
de France" Press, in 1911.
Unfortunately I can only guess at the contents of this second book
owing to the difficulty of transportation between France and the
United States, yet I may venture to infer from its title that it would
have been still more interesting than the one we are going to review
now since it must deal entirely with the social importance of Whitman's
theories.
The characteristics of Mr. Bazalgette '
s
"Walt Whitman, the man and his works," a 50G-. pages long in 8o with a
photographic reproduction of the manuscripts of "Leaves of Grass" and a
portrait of the author are tv/ofold: It is at the same time a detailed and
scholarly plea and an artistically \ wrought- out analysis showing the work
of an enthusiastic disciple. As a proof of the sound erudition of our
author, I have gathered at random the names of the books of criticism
most frequently mentioned in the book. Fr. Bazalgette ' s chief source
is of course Horace Traubel's compilation of documents published under
the title of "in Re Walt Whitman", next comes "Dr. . Bucki. 's "Walt Whitman"
John Burroughs' "The Flight of the Eagle", Hull Piatt's "Walt Whitman"
tT
. B. Binns' "Reminiscences of Walt Whitman" and T. Donaldson's "Walt
Wh i tman
,
the man "
.
This long list of references includes all the latest biographies written
in this country; it might lead us to think that Mr, Eazalgette's study
is one of those very learned and doubtless very valuable books which
however nocody cares to read on account of their careless style and utter
dryness. Fortunately Kr. Bazalgette 's enthusiastic love for Whitman,
saved him from these defects, his book is very easy to read and certain
chapters are as fascinating as a short story written by C. Henry.
From the very first lines of the "Introduction," we are made aware of
the author's reverent love for his model, Whitman appears to Mr, Bazalgete

not only as the "Fire 4 singer of his race" but also as "The most power
ful and" the most original poet of the nineteenth century" whose "accents
recall some powerful, uncouth hard invisibly come to America frorr t e
most remote antiquity to confess the desires, the discoveries and the
faith of our present age. Whitman's inspired frescoes overflowing with
life vibrate with the thrill which usually accompanies the beginning of
a new era.
"
Another significant passage of the introduction assigns
Halt Whitman a place among the great "universal geniuses America has
given the world".
"His verse possesses to an astonishing degree that very quality which
only acout a dozen supremely great literary geniuses possessed before
him. Whitman brings a message to the world at large. He answers , more
fully than any other voice, to aspirations and needs commonly shared v/ith
him by whoever on our planet belongs to a young humanity looking forward
to the Future of the world."
Whitman is placed by his French disciple side by side with Shakespeare
and Victor Hugo as "a living fountain of beauty and love from which the
coming generations will come one after the other to quench their thirst."
Mr. Eazalgette believes in the ultimate triumph of Whitman's democracy
all over the world: "For Walt Whitman cannot be ignored forever, and if
he is not, recognized one day by every single nation on this earth,
then will he not be recogn ized-that is to say as much as he ought to-by
any of them f
Such is the spirit of enthusiastic faith which, pervading Mr. Bazalgette'
cook, makeI it the most fascinating study on Walt Whitman ever published
with perhaps the exception of John Burroughs' delighful recollections
of his friend's life.
"Life me close to your face till I whisper I
What you are holding is in reality no book
nor part of a book,
It is a Man, flushed and full-blooded, it is I
This perfect identity of Walt Whitman with his works was keenly felt
by Mr. Bazalgette, and he takes good care throughout his study not to
dissociate them. ITo one else-as far as I know-among Whitman's critics
had adopted this natural plan before. They all studied the poet's life
first, mentioning the publication of his works at their respective dates,
but only analyzing them later on in a second part of their study, under
such general headlines as "Whitman's Americanism"
,
"Whitman, the Prophet"
or "Whitman's democracy".
Whatever the benefits of this method may be in most cases , it does not
apply very well to ''hitman. A detailed account of his life, such as
that given by Mr. Bazalgette, seems the best possible explanation for
his philosophy, since no extra commentary upon the import of his books
is needed , when the conditions in which they were written have been
carefully stated.
The first two chapters of the book however interesting they
%oa.</ be are only taken from the details given by Whi tman ' s former biograph-
er's, and particularly Kennedy and John Burroughs. They contain a vivid
avocation' of the most typical figures among Whitman's ancestors; a
Sarah White smoking an enormous pipe and from morn till night pursuing
cudgel in hand one'or other of her little children slaves. With her
the most striking character is that of Cornelius Van Veslor, the old
sailor who knew so many wonderful tales and whom Whitman has referred
^
to several times in his prose works as the perfect sea-dor of the family.
Mr. Bazalgette ends up this series of portraits by an interesting summary
of Whitman's pedigree*. "The Dutch element in him v/as destined to temper
thanks to its optimism and genial sympathy the severe rigid and
narrow

disposition which was a distinctive trait of the 7/hitman family and in
one respect at least, the tendencies of "both races combined to incline
the child's mind towards spiritual independence.
S*t until we come to his appreciation of Whi tman ' b "Juvenilia"
do we find Mr. Bazalgette revealing himself as an original critic.
1'atural ly , like all the other biographers, he too denounces those earlier
writings as worthless rut, "being endowed with a very inquisitive mind,
he wonders why , in such a life as Whitman's, of which a book is the
keynote and explanation, the first literary attempts are so uninteresting.
Looking more closely into those old manuscripts, he soon discovered
that although these insipid pages do not contain any promise whatever,
we can however , detect here and there in a short story an ingenious
or a poetical incident invariably spoilt by an amazing awkwardness of
style Such is, for instance, in one of Whitman's earlier tales
the idea of this widow whom he shows strewing all the tombs in the
churchyard with the fresh flowers of spring , "because she cannot discover
where her husband lies
"Sometimes a single line, nay, a irere word attracts our attention as
revealing a certain farriliar resemblance between the Walt Whitman in
the glory of his prime and the poet of the later years. Thus, one
of his stories ("A Wicked Impulse") ends after the usual dramatic display
of pathos and tragedy, with the original impressions of a murderer whs
finds in ?Tature an absolution of his crime. Hature welcomes him, the
sinner, as she would welcome the most innocent of her children, admitting
even the basest to a divine communion with her woods and her meadows.
Here we have certainly the first style of this feeling which was to
become one of the central leit-motivs of his poems; his ardent sympathy
for the outlaws and parias.
Put, passages like these are very few and, on the whole, one wonders
why there seems to be absolutely no point of contact between the real
personality of the man, as it v/as already beginning to manifest "itself,
and his "literature"
,
for the poems of this early period are still more
insipid than the prose. only one of them, "The irice of .rslood" inspired
by //hitman's ardent love of justice, contains a suggestion of his poeti-
cal powers.
The next chapters of jj/ir. ±5azalget te ' s book
deal with whitman's busy life in Brooklyn. They offer no particular
interest being closely connected with the corresponding chapters in
linns, .rlatts, and .burroughs. We may only note, before we leave the
matter, that our critic does not pause to discuss the many infamous
rumors whispered atout by Whitman's enemies on the true nature of his
relations with his many comrades and particularly with the car-driver,
Peter Doyle. Mr. Bazalgette reads "Leaves of Grass" with sympathy and
is therefore absolutely convinced of the wicked inanity of such calumnies.
Although Whitman frankly acknowledged that he had had no less than five
illegitimate children, there are very few chances of his having been
a dissolute knave all his life long. Having moreover been blessed
with the unusual friendship of a Horace Traubel, who was always walking
about With a note-book and a pencil in hand, ready to put down in black
and white every single sentence that Whitman had the imprudence to utter,
had he lived a dissolute life we should have had an account of it with
all the undesirable details in the journal of Horace Traubel and as a
further proof, he would never have counted among his friends Dr. Bucke
or John Burroughs.

There are, and there will always be, people . who hear mention
of Whitman** name with the look of a martyr and the "blush of offended
innocence. "Where ignorance is "bliss Let them forever condemn this
book of "Leaves of Grass" which they have not read or know only in its
crudest parts. Critics would in vain induce them to venture a timid
glance any further. Though Whitman 1 * message was a universal one,
it is only meant for those who have eyes to see and ears to hear, they
are not fit to listen to it for, as Emerson says "(Such hooks) are to
be read on the bended knee. Their communications are not to be given
or taken with the lips and the end of the tongue, but out of the glow
of the cheek, and with the throbbing heart. Friendshix> should give and
take, solitude and time brood and ripen, heroes absorb and enact them.
They are not to be held by letters printed on a page, but are living
characters translatable into every tongue and form of life."
Those, on the other hand, who have learned to turn to "Leaves of
Grass 11
,
as to a divine viatic against pessimism and despair, respect the
discretion which Whitman himslef kept with regard to his sentimental
life. Whether he loved one of his 'countrywomen , or whether he met,
as Mr. Eazalgette likes to think, a beautiful woman of French or Spanish
descent during his sojourn in Few Orleans, is but of small importance
for the comprehension of his works.
The next chapter on which we s ; ould
like to make a somewhat close comment is entitled "Walt Whitman, a
Cosmos". It is a representation of Walt Whitman as he appeared to the
passengers of his beloved Fultor. Ferry, or as he could be seen loafing
along the crowded streets of Manhat tan
,
just before the publication of
"Leaves of Grass" , when he wan about thirty years old. Mr. Eazalgette
sees in him a perfect pre '©type of the "American race" which, considering
that he afterwards devoted not less than three pages of another chapter
to a minute description of Whitman's "Olympian beauty" is to do no small
credit to the race in question. However, though one may find in this
enthusiastic admiration of our author for the physical abilities of his
model, the characteristic attitude of a Frenchman untrained to any
physical exercise, before the strongly built and well-developed Anglo-
Saxon youth, it would be unfair to Mr. Eazalgette not to add that he does
not overlook the moral personality of Walt Whitman, but that he considers
him as a typical American mind. He find it in Whitman's eager sympathies
With the world at large in which he recognizes the stamp of a "new type
of humanity, the beginning of a new era." It seems as if, to him,
Whitman was a new Hercules, a modern demi-god perfectly well-balanced,
in short a wonderful specimen of the harmonious unity desirable between
body and soul. "The air of tv/o different races Walt says he, had taken
from his Dutch forefathers one of the prominent features of his charac-
ter: his indomi table pftlegma . The smoothness of his temper, his keen
apprehension of concrete things, his vast optimism, his extreme cleanliness
his sensuality and his eagerness for comradeship had all come to him
through the Van Veslor. Never could a pure Anglo-Saxon stock have produced
such a man walking leisurely through life with this smiling serenity,
and invincible self-content. To his English ancestry, he was indebted
for his staunch individualism and for the stern firmness of his character.
But, what is chiefly to be wondered at and admired, is the supreme harmo-
ny with which the respective qualities of both races resolved themselves
in his superior individuality. Nature had. bestowed her most royal
gifts upon this carpenter's son and he was one of her masterpieces,
intellectual genius, this supreme intensifier of personality having
moreover granted hin creative powers exactly corresponding to his physi-
cal forces,
Mr. Eazalgette goes on to explain what little ground there realy is for
the common opinion that a distinction of intellect is always coupled
f
with distinction of manners and habits. Whitman says he, "had all the
elemental instincts of the r.ost common people. He was as vulgar and as
simple as a peasant or a v/ood-cutter Who drinks, eats and bleeps without
paying the least attention to his duties towards God. , as free in his
manners as the docker or the wharf, or the mason at his work, as free
frorr. ceremoniousness and prejudices as the tramp on the highway." Who-
soever met hin was spontaneously impressed by the strong magnetism of his
personality. "To the supreme abundance of his vitality, his manly power,
-
the power of a man who loved everything and was equal to every task-he
added the magical attraction of his athletic personality. There was no
other mystery about him than that of the colossal individuality, such as
the world only sees from time to time. It is chiefly as the possessor of
this power, that Walt Whitman seems so great to us even before he had
created his great works in which he was to pour out the self-same raagnetiec
which already radiated from hip physical personality."
The third part of Kr. Bazalgette's study which we have
now reached
,
opens wit., the crucial moment of Whitman's life manifested
outwardly by the first publication of "Leaves of Grass".
The period of meditation and deep thinking out of which it grew, is
happily characterized in one or two sentences opposing to the Walt
Whitman who as a politician and ahournalist was trying to push his own
way through life after the conventional fashion, to a new Walt "more
and more absorbed in the contemplation of things, constantly seeking
to make his communion with life more subtle and more intimate". Then
a religious sense of the beauty of life began to fill his soul to
overflowing, and, at the same time, an imperious conviction urged
him to express the feelings of his heart. He had the sudden revelation
of his divine mission.
What was the immediate cause of this sudden awakening of Whitman's soul ?
While Dr. Bucke "the authorized biographer" , attributes it to no less
than to a miracle, a eudden illumination only to be compared with that
of Buddha
,
Jesus, St. Paul or: Liahomed , Kr. Eazalgette confesses a
strong dislike for this childish explanation. He rightly emphasizes
"the enormous realise of Whitman's personality and the profound humanity
of his genius. He was to him, no Superman or saint, but simply one of
our fellow mortals and he considers that it is absurd to imagine that
Whitman's soul was suddenly transformed on a certain day of his life.
"The genesis of this transformation seems to me more simple and greater
than all the scientific explanations offered for it. During fifteen
years, Whitman had gradually saturated himself with life, with myriads
of visions, sounds and pleasures His heart v/as full of all the
essences of life and only a drop was needed for it to overflew. Ar inner
light had gradually clothed in its glowing rays the entire horizon,
bringing out in bold relief the least important details of the land-
scape ard showing off their respective places in the divine realm of
things. Through the Identity of his own self, he begins to apprehend
the unity of the Universe, while his mind overflows with the conscience
of the prodigy of the whole creation. Thus he has now reached a point
which only the supreme geniuses of mankind have ever climbed to, and it
is not in his mind only that this conviction resides but in his little
finger also. He is possessed with it as with a living reality and he
feels it just as much as we feel the heat or the cold. It is not a
philosophic belief but an experience of every-day life. Looking at
his own self, he fathoms the abyss of the universe and it is a3 a reflec-
tion of his personality that he finds in all external things".
Identity is for him the supreme lav,-. These new phases of the eternal
Truth which he discovered everywhere around him, were onl w revealed to him
ft
in order that he might reveal them to the world. He had been chosen to be
the interpreter of a great Idea and full of confidence he yielded to the
inward impulse. "This was al.l the miracle, and the V/alt Whitman of the pre-
vious years v/as one and the same man with the thinker who was about to
publish his "Leaves of Grass".
The next pages of t&sssame chapter
are devoted to an explanation of Whitman's exaltation of America as the
great democracy of the world. Mr. Bazalgette shows that this is the
essential part of Whitman's message and that, although he was conscious of
it from the first, he hesitated for a long time before he knew which form
to adopt to express it in the most pov/erful and convincing way. Thus our
author is led to mention "The Primer" or first book of words for the use
of young Americans, for orators, professors, musicians, judges and Presi-
dents. He very ingeniously remarks that this unfinished leaflet gives us
the most accurate clue to "Leaves cf Grass". This Primer explains not only
the subject, but even the style of the later works. "The very title is
significant with its procession of names Jieaded by the individual- the King
of Democracy-and ending with the President T Significant also is "/hit-
man's early desire to "exalt the life of words , their suggestive and
realistic power, to proclaim the importance of the voice and to urge
America to create for itself a new, rude, original language full of idio-
matic expressions in harmony with the times, the character of the people,
instead of making use of the European ways of expression anti-modern
therefore entirely inadequate to express the civilization of the New World.
This importance given to the "spoken word" is very significant in
Walt Whitman and it explains to a great extent the peculiar character of
his poetry. Prom the first Whitman was well aware of the importance of
his mission but, unlike the majority of literary writers
,
he did not try to
express it in a book of prose or verse, written with a point of view to
achieve a v/ork of art. He was only looking for the best possible of trans-
lating his own self in order to transmit his thoughts to mankind. This to
Mr. Eazalgette brings an enlightment upon Whitman's "outlandish" style
"He was trying to build on an entirely new ground and he had to fight a
desperate struggle agains matter such as all creators had to face, and
first of all, he had to eliminate from his style the vocabulary, the
imagery and all the poetical conventions of the preceding ages."
That this was not perhaps the wisest thing Walt Whitman could have done to
secure for his message a universal appreciation, is not even hinted at
by his enthusiastic disciple. He praises his verse for the "enormous
novelty of their rhythm" and that without the least suspicion of the
humor of such a statement J
If we now analyze Mr. Bazalgette 's comments
on "Leaves of Grass", we shall again find the same enthusiasm side by side
with a keen comprehension of the originality of the book.
"These lyrical pages seem at first a chaos. They are no poems but rude
accents, such as no literature had ever produced before, exalting all
created things and proclaiming the sanctity of life in all its manifesta-
tions. Cne would almost fancy that the anonymous rhapsodies had been
trying to introduce into his books the most unusual aspects of wild
Nature. With a candid confidence in his own powers, coupled with a discon-
certing audacity, the man with the large felt hat, the friend of the New
YorK dockers and car-drivers, celebrated his own personality, singing the
voluptuous pleasures of his body as v/ell as the cravings and anxious de-
sires of his heart, pouring over the world with a lover 's voice the bound-
less joy which the world had given him When one holds this book in
hand, one must forget it is a book, it is not a book but a man for Whitman
(1
has introduced his own self in his "Leaves of Grass" and his book beats
with the very pulsations of his heart."
However great the pleasure which we would derive from a close
analysis of Mr. Bazalgette 's account of Whitman'* life, the limits of our
study oblige us to confine our survey only to such passages as will reveal
to us the author's interpretation of Whitman as a writer.
Let us therefore just mention the very interesting pages dealing with the
relations between Walt Whitman and the other great New England poets of
his time and particularly with Emerson, during the first years that
followed the publication of "Leaves of Grass" , and let us pass on to the
end of the chapter where Mr. Bazalgette tries to assign to this book its
proper place in American letters.
With good reason, he emphasizes the fact that, when "Leaves of Grass"
was published, there was a great deal of uncertainty as to whether the
orientation of American literature v/ould be. "New aspirations, new specu-
lations, corresponding to an economical and political transformation of
the country, were slowly rising in the minds of the young generation.
Confused ideas were floating in the air and, among them, one was parti-
cularly welcome by the young writers: that of a new, original, and abori*
ginal literature entirely free from the imitation of European models.
The American soul was eager to express itself and everyone belived that
the time had come for poetical independence. Urged by this desire,
lyrical poets were beginning to use the old Indian legends for their favor
ite themes-a somewhat superficial way of exalting the virtues of their
race by going thus back to its origin. From 1848 to 1850 Whittier had
published his "Lridal of Pennacook" and his "Songs of Labor and Reform.
"
Lowell's "Biglow Papers" had appeared in 1848 and Longfellow's "Hiawatha"
-an attempt to v/rite a national epic poem-appeared only two months after
"Leaves of Grass". The subject of all these books was an American one,
but their form was not original, it was still "literature". A simple
comparison between "Leaves of Grass" and "Hiawatha" is sufficient to re-
veal the abyss which lies between these two books and, Emerson alone
had succeeded in formulating in his essays What would be the character-
istics of a true American poet. He was Whitman's true forerunner.
The second tendency which Mr. Bazalgette detects in the American litera-
ture of the time of the first publication of "Leaves of Grass" is a tenden
cy towards de-centralization. To the New England school of poetry in
which he sees a distinct survival of the English tradition, he opposes
the New York writers R. H. Stoddart and Bayard Taylor who heralded a new
spirit of poetry closely akin to that of "Leaves of Grass".
"Whitman's "Leaves of Grass" seemed therefore to make their appearance
just at the right time, answering to the aspirations of all those who
were then eagerly searching for a new American type of literature which
they were unable to define "But, "Leaves of Grass" incarnated those
aspirations in such a crude and realistic manner that nobody ventured
to recognize them. As Destiny generally orders it, the poor, conventional
attempts to express these new aspirations were accepted, while the "bar-
barious yelpings" of Walt Whitman for which nobody had been prepared
were received with jeers and hootings. The man whom everyone had eagerly
wished to see was now come, but because no one had imagined that he c ould
be so supremely great, they passed fey him without a greeting. after half
a century America has not yet discovered him."
I
Among the different editions of "Leaves of Grass", Mr. Eazal-
gette assigns especial importance to the third one, published in I860.
To him this edition equals the first and the last in significance, for
although the sucseauent ones are richer and more complete, they show
absolutely nc 'improvement as far as the expression of Whitman's original-
ity is concerned. For the first time in 1860, "Leaves of Grass" ceased to
appear as a book of fragments. All the poems became groups under four
headings corresponding fairly well to the four chiefphases of Whitman's
genius. These various sections of: Chants democratic, Leaves of Grass,
Enfans d'Adam and Calamus, have not yet reached their definite form, but
each of them will always remain a crucial point in the development of
Whitman's philosophy.
Passing over several of the busiest years of Whitman's life
recorded with penetrating observation and true enthusiasm by his biogra-
pher, let ua now examine with .him the results of the Civil War upon the
development of Whitman's literary genius. The most obvious result was,
of course, his "Drum-Taps" already begun when he went forth to the fields
of death in search for his wounded brother though he only published it in
I860 after he had interrupted the printers in their 7/ork several times
in order to add to his book his well-known tribute to Lincoln's memory
and various short poems.
Mr. Bazalgette characterizes "Drum-Taps" with eloquent v/ords echoing
deeply in the souls of those of us who have had an experience of the
war somewhat similar to Whitman's, being at once too far from the battle-
fields to fathom its horror and yet too closely interested in it to have
any patience with those who sing the glory of victorious armies in the
pompous lyrism dear to the hearts of the bards of official patriotism.
How grateful we are to Walt Whitman for his true avocation of the dread-
ful realities of the war J Cnly those who have not known the pitiful
pageant of g
"Soldiers in companies and regiments, •me starting away, flushd
and reckless
,
"Some, their time up, returning, with thinned ranks, young
yet very old, worn, marching, noticing nothing."
can fail to appreciate the sincerity and simple emotion of these
poems. Whitman does not proclaim with a triumphant voice the beauty of
others' heroism, his eloquence is no fire kindled to spur others to
fight, he quietly sings the "Psalm of the Dead", celebrating war in its
true and noblest aspects, the miraculous national enthusiasm of the first
days, and the sublime sacrifice of the dead. "The poet, says Mr. Bazal-
gette, pours out all the tenderness of his noble heart in distress in his
"Psalm of the Dead" written to honor friends and foes alike fallen for
one great cause and, what gave their great significance to these poems
of horror and blood is tne splendid vision of the ultimate reconciliation
whose noble figure he constantly saw brooding over the battlefields."
Such were Whitman's war poems. Later on he will annex and finally incor-
porate them into his "Leaves of Grass". The world might choose to ignore
them when they appeared, it remained none the less that Whitman had thus
immortalized the deepest emotions of the Civil War and of every war.
But "Drum- Taps" was not the only result of Whitman 1 ! experiences
during the ?i?ar or rather it was only the outward manifestation of a more
permanent acquisition. "The War had not only inspired him to write new
songs but the influence of this great experience had enriched him with a
glow of impressions and emotions giving a new intellectual significance to
all his later wri tings and awakened in him a fuller consciousness of the
universality of his message".

"Whitman Will even go as far as to say that, had it not "been for the great
event of the years 1861 to 1865 (hie sojourn iri. the hospitals), his
"Leaves of Grass" could never have been written. Although three editions
of this book had already been published when the War broke out, this
paradox was not without its foundation. Whitman probably meant thereby,
that, without the War, his books would have remained unfinished and that
the War had corr.e-a most unexpected collaborator- to add the necessary
finish to his work and to give it its full significance. Cne of the
greatest results of the War was that it allowed him to realize all the
reality and the true grandeur of "These States" united by a stronger bond
than the mere Federal one. Whitman had come in contact with all the
different regions of his beloved country, he had communed with the whole
nation in its thousands of heroes , and the sentiment of the great Unity of
this land beneath its variety of types had suddenly been revealed to him.
This had been for him one of the most profitable lessons
of the war, but the supreme joy of it had come through his sudden contact
with hundreds of Comrades asking eagerly for his affection. "Walt had made
at the same time a fuller acquaintance with America and with true comrade-
ship. In every one of the wounded soldiers whom he visited in the hospi-
tals, he perceived traces of this natural attraction which draws man to
man and which was-according to him- the very baBis of social brotherhood,
even more so than the consciousness of common ties formed because of
common interest and memories Beyond the boundaries of America, he
saw this manly friendship weaving around the earth a million of invisible
threads, Comradeship became the v/oof of a democracy at once American
and universal.
Whitman was still further indebted to the great experience
of these years for anoiher great lesson: "A daily spectator of physical
tortures and agonies , he had paced up and dov/n the borderland of Death.
If he had many opportunities to study the structure of the human body,
he also had good chances to accumulate observations upon the mystery of
our end. Thousands and thousands of times, he had verified a great lesson
and learned that in reality, death is not surrounded with the vain terrors
in which our imagination shrouds it. This he was never to forget as we
find a decisive proof of in the second half of "Leaves of Grass" in which
the divine peace of death-this other purer form of life-are celebrated
with the serene confidence of a soul who had long dwelt side by side with
it without being tormented with the fear of the hereafter."
Following Whitman through the avenues of Washington, be-
fore and after his dismissal from the Treasurer's office, our author
shows him enjoying a steadily increasing reputation both in America and
acroad in consequence of new editons of "Leaves of Grass".
This bringl us to the year 1871 and Mr. Eazalgette remarks that Whitman did
not remain entirely indifferent to what was happening in France during
that fatal year. It is interesting for us to analyze the judgment which
he passes on the publication of "Democratic Vistas" which appeared pre-
cisely at the close of the Franco-Prussian War.
H In this book Whitman was dealing once more with his favorite theme or
rather with one particular aspect of the only great theme which fills
all his works: the justification of the democracy of the Hew World
,
by
a new literature, which would reveal itself equal to the needs of the
race and of the day. His only preoccupation had been hitherto to exalt
the individual and to glorify America, he had deliberately concealed
certain painful realities of iwhich his beloved country was the seat al-
though he knew them better than any one else. How he began to concen-
trate his thoughts upon those evils, -the thirst for riches, the vulgarity
of manners, the political corruption and the absence of noble ideals
from the hearts of many of his fellow countrymen.-"
(
Whitman had not lost his cheer ful enthusiasm in the routine of his
clock-life for "He was still proclaiming his absolute confidence in the
destinies of his country called upon he thought to surpass all others in
greatness, hut on the other hand he realized the necessity of great poets,
great leaders and artists to awaken his beloved States to a purer life
and to exalt them. These pages of "Democratic Vistas" were at the same
time a national confession, a sublime chapter of sociology, a pamphlet
and the lyrical exposition of a new creed. Whitman was fervently warning
his fellow countrymen against the danger which was threatening them offer-
ing a true remedy for it in a fuller understanding of Democracy. These
pages deserve to become Classics in the America of the Future although
they made practically no impression at all at the time of their publica-
tion.
This keen criticism of "Democratic Vistas" is one of the pas-
sages of Mr. Bazalgette's study which proved the most hateful to me. Had
it not been for this clear exposition of Whitman's attitude towards his
own country, I should have been greatly puzzled by certain pages which
seemed pervaded with a most decidedly pessinistic spirit absolutely un-
paralleled in the whole bulk of Whitman's works.
To remain faithful to our program which was to extract
from Mr. Bazalgette's book onl.; such passages as would illustrate his
judgment of the various books of our poet, we shall now bring our study
to its close omitting various references to minor poems which were subse-
quently incorporated into "Leaves of Grass" The only book which Mr.
Bazalgette reviews is "November Eoughs"; although this book contains
perhaps the most complete and minute explanation of himself and of his
poetry that Whitman ever gave us, Mr. Bazalgette does not seem to have
found it interesting in any way. Perhaps his intention was to refer us
to it in his second oook entitled "Walt Whitman, the Prophet", or perhaps
he considered that, since he was only introducing the great American poet
to the French Public, his readers ought to investigate the matter for them-
selves. However , "November Boughs" are only mentioned in his took casual-
ly as "A miscellany of verse and prose essays in which the poet had collect
ed the various critical and autobiographical essays published here and
there liince 138 2."
Having thus done a great wrong to Mr. Eazalgette by dis-
locating his remarkably well-constructed study, and having moreover de-
prived his style of all its literary qualities, we may venture a further
treachery and try again to extract from his beautiful chapter entitled
"Walt's Soul" his final conclusion upon our poet-Let them who can express
their "final" conclusions on a great poet , They only warrant the utter
dullness of spirit of those who are bold enough to expose them. They are
no final conclusions in Mr. Bazalgette's book for, although he makes us
feel that he returns to Walt Whitman again and again for comfort and in-
spiration, he confesses that Whitman remains for him "A great disconcerting
figure, forever puzzling my mind. You may think you have come to know
him thoroughly, but the multitude of contrasts woven into his magnetic
personality is a perpetual cause of wonder. Whitman has neither beginning
nor end and his greatness cannot be fathomed. "Cceanic, Adamic
,
Cosmic,
such are the epithets most commonly used by his friends to characterize
his nature. They suggest the immense quietude, the divine monotony under-
lying tide-like and for all eternity, the soul of one whose spirit was
core akin U the ocean the fields and the winds that it seems possib
nt
for a man who at the same time won for himself a place
among the supremely
great geniuses of all times."
•
Faving thus brought our analysis of the attitude of
^rench criticism toward '.'/hitman to its end, let us now summarize
briefly the result of our story.
Considering the matter as a whole we may well say that
the course of Whitman's influence during the last fifty years
runs exactly parallel in France and in America,
In both countries the outspoken sincerity and ultra-
radicalism of certain of his theories met at first with an almost
universal reprobation. Lime, Blanc revealed him to the French
public only to warn their innocence against the "obscene ravings''
of that "crude would-be poet" and however her word of abuse was
but a faint echo of the libellous criticisms which had sprung up
everywhere in 7hit man's own "beloved states" soon after the first
publication of "Leaves of Grass",
After this first outburst of childish anger on the
part of Puritanism, our survey showed us that while Whitman's
popularity was steadily increasing in America, his 7rench com-
mentators became more and more fully aware of the originality of
his genius, until the last of them expressed what may well be con-
sidered as one of the most comprehensive judgment both of his
personal it" and of his works.
The reasons why "/hit man's popularity in France is now
perhaps greater than that of any other American poet, with the
exception of Edgar Allen Poe and Longfellow, are precisely those
which explain his increasing influence in America,
While the final conclusiors of French criticism about
him is a word of praise for his strong nationalism, as we have seen
in our analysis of Gansteron's, Sarrasin's, and Basalgette's con-
clusions, all these critics recognize the universality of his genius,
7/hitman's most obvious defects: his Strange disdain for
harmonious composition and his outlandish style will always seem dis-
certing to the great majority of his French readers, in spite of the
uncontrolled enthusiasm of our most radical free verse makers. In
spite of the daring attempts of their revolutionary forces, the Frenc
will always remain as a well known American critic, 3rander Matthews
puts it - a nation "relishing strict order, not to say restraint,"
This being said against him, it is certain that Whitman will
become more and more familiar to the Trench now that I**, Basalgette's
beautiful translations have made him accessible to everybody.
He will attract his readers chiefly, as I have already said,
because of the peculiar American flavour of his works, and also be-
cause of their sound, healthy, political, and moral ideals.

America is fairly well known among us now; a few francs
"buy a book which will make you acquainted with the splendours of
the woolworth building or with the industrial wonders of the lar-
gest automobile manufacturers in the country. In spite of that
and also because of that, America hss become more than ever - I
am quoting from a recent magazine article publiehed in this coun-
try - "the fairy land of every educated European",
Whitman supplies us with information on at least three
of the strangest "wonders" of this fairy land. He refers constantly
to the typical features of American scenery in the different states
and under its various climates, mentioning the "live oak" of Louis-
iana side by side with the "red cedar festooned with tylandria or
the pines and cypresses growing out of tre sandfl that spreads flat
and far "
Secondly, no other American poet ever put a stronger em-
phasis on the industrial activity of this countr;/. Ke alone makes
us visualise the powerful throb of a lew York crowd unwinding its
endless pageant along the "trottoirs' T -
"the crowded excursion I the torchlight procession
"People, endless, streaming, with strong voices,
passions, pageants,
"
. . .
. I anhattan crowds, with their turbulent musical chorus,,"
Thanks to him the most recent, the most unpoetical inventions
of our age of industrialism find their way into the "realms of gold".
Thus he enables his European readors to understand why America is the
country ''whence the largest something in the world always originates".
However, if these were Whitman's only merits he would only
appesi to our intellectual curiosity without touching our hearts and
he would not be recognised among us as a great poet.
It is chiefly because he was the inspired prophet of the great
cause of Democracy, that "7hit man's popularity will never die. "his
ideal is precisely that whieh both America and France have fought for
during the most glorious periods of their histories and Whitman ex-
presses it in a way which f^nds an echo in the heart of every Frenchman.
We are with him when he dsnounces the injustice of our indus-
trial work where
"Liany (are) sweating, ploughing, thrashing and then
the chaff for payment receiving"
and he expresses the strongest convictions of our hearts when ise con-
cludes that
"Democracy is not a class war, it is conceived in
the interests of all and will not be best promoted
antagonism and oppression".
i.
To hasten the coming of this new "golden age" is his
only message for there is scarcely a page in all his works which
does not expose ^ne of the three great principles of : Freedom,
Equality and Fraternal Lov* which he deems essential to the pro-
gress of a great democracy.
This is the chief reason why we French love and revere
him, for these ideals are ours, we have always lived in their
soothing atmosphere even long before in answer to our childish
request an obliging parent explained to us that the words in-
scribed on the front of the public building which we had just
nassed, "Liberty, Equality, 9 rat emit y" , were the motto rf our
Republic
.
Thus we love 7hitman because through his poems we are
made to feel that the great heart of America beats in harmony
with our own. Thus he brings us a message of hope and confidence,
for when dark clouds gather in the sky of the political -"Hrld and
we are made to -cnder whether the two democracies of America and
France will go on working hand in hand for "the progress of +he
souls of men and women along the roads of the universe", we turn
to him as America's greatest social and political prophst and
listen to his mighty voice proclaiming that our respective nations
are based on the same ethical and spiritual foundations, then our
doubts and anxieties are swept away in the assurance that
"Affection shall solve the problems of freedom" and that
"Those who love each other shall become invincible.''
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